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Circumvention instigation is a complex issue and arouses a fierce controversy in 
scholars ． Firstly ， it’s the conceptual problem ． There have been different 
understandings and definition to circumvention instigation in academia．Secondly，it’s 
an issue of nature．It is an inevitable problem when studying on circumvention 
instigation．This part talks mainly about whether circumvention instigation can make 
a instigator．There are positive theory and negative theory． Finally， it’s an issue 
about how to regulate the act of instigation．Due to the different views on the nature 
of circumvention instigation there are different views on the punishments．China has 
only a few studies about this issue and hasn’t formed a mature theoretical system．The 
lack of the theory results to the lack of guidance on punishments of circumvention 
instigation in justice practice．The academia so far has failed to reach consensus on 
punishments． In view of the current situation of research on circumvention 
instigation，the writer wants to provide some suggestions to the issue through 
analyzing these three problems．So this paper is divided to three parts according to 
these three problems，they are： 
The first part is defining the conception of circumvention instigation．On the 
basis of understanding the conception in the civil law countries and areas，analyze 
mainly the controversial issues in the conception of circumvention instigation， 
includes the nature of instigation，subjective aspect，objective behaviors and so 
on．Through comparing circumvention instigation and other related conceptions 
analyze the nature of circumvention instigation． 
The second part is defining the nature of circumvention instigation．Firstly， 
define the content of instigator’s instigation on purpose on the basis of accomplices' 
punishment theory． Then， combine the criminal law stipulation and judicial practice 















The third part is providing legislative proposals through analyzing the 
punishment of circumvention instigation．On the basis of analyzing and referencing 
existing punishment and Chinese lawmaking features， provide the legislative 
proposals to circumvention instigation． 
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